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Authors Response regarding: “Accuracy of snow depth estimation in mountain and 1 

prairie environments by an unmanned aerial vehicle” 2 

By: Phillip Harder, Michael Schirmer, John Pomeroy, and Warren Helgason 3 

 4 

The author response is comprised a summary of the major changes made in the manuscript, the 5 

point by point responses to the reviewers and lastly a version of the revised manuscript with all 6 

of the changes tracked. 7 

SUMMARY OF MAJOR CHANGES 8 

 Portions of the manuscript have been reduced, removed or modified to make it more 9 

concise. 10 

 References have been updated to reflect current state of current complementary 11 

publications 12 

 More information has been provided on the flights characteristics of the Ebee platform, 13 

camera specifications, vegetation characteristics at the alpine site and snow surface and 14 

depth measurement protocols at the various sites. 15 

 More information on the problematic flights, how they were identified and why the 16 

problems occurred is now included. 17 

 The extent of the snow covered areas remove from analysis with the identification of 18 

erroneous points is now included. 19 

 The results are now more explicitly discussed with respect to platform.  Specifically, we 20 

contrast our fixed wing results with multirotor results of other recent studies.   21 

 The discussion of the use of the complementary orthomosaics to observe snow processes 22 

now has a more complete discussion.  Additional figures highlight the quantification of 23 

snow covered area and visualize the problems of snowcover estimation in the presence 24 

of exposed stubble. 25 

Reponses to the reviewers: 26 

Author responses in red 27 

Response to Reviewer 1  28 

 29 

Regarding General Comments Paragraph 1: 30 

“More information, context, and discussion regarding the UAV system would help frame the 31 

results and conclusions presented in the study. The world of UAVs and their payloads is broad 32 

and quickly expanding. Given the diversity of aircraft, cameras, and processing techniques 33 

available, the authors should refrain from representing the results from one UAV system 34 
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(theirs) as indicative of UAV / SfM snow estimation techniques as a whole. Quantitative results 35 

may be particular to the UAV system of choice. More discussion of how the choice of aircraft, 36 

payload, and processing software may have influenced results is needed.” 37 

 38 

We agree that articulating our results more clearly in terms of the platform that we use (fixed 39 

wing Ebee RTK) will help us to frame our results in the context of recent work that have used 40 

multirotor platforms and differentiate more clearly the results that come from unmanned and 41 

manned platforms. The revised manuscript now reflects this context more clearly. More 42 

information is also included on the UAV platform and camera.  43 

 44 

Regarding General Comments Paragraph 2: 45 

“For example, the Sensefly Ebee Real Time Kinematic aircraft was shown to be sensitive to wind 46 

speeds greater than 6 ms-1. While this conclusion may be useful to future surveyors (i.e. it may 47 

not be worth their time to collect data on windy days), other platforms, such as rotary aircraft 48 

or even delta wings with more sophisticated autopilots, may be able to compensate and collect 49 

consistent data at higher wind speeds.” 50 

 51 

A minor edit has been made to the wind sensitivity value. Initially a wind speed greater than 6 52 

m s-1 was reported to lead to an increase in DSM errors. Re-examination shows that any 53 

differences in DSM error with respect to wind speed were not larger for wind speeds up to 10 54 

m s-1 and this value is now used in the paper. This value is obviously platform specific. 55 

 56 

”Do the authors recommend future surveys use rotary platforms?” 57 

 58 

It has been suggested that multirotor UAV’s may be more stable and return better data 59 

products in windy conditions (Bühler, et al., 2016). However, there have not been any direct 60 

comparison studies that the authors are aware of that validate such assertions. A general 61 

statement regarding the use of fixed wing vs. multirotor is challenged by the broad range of 62 

UAV designs and capabilities on the market. We see that the only clear benefit of using a 63 

multirotor platform is that larger, heavier, potentially more sophisticated, sensors can be 64 

carried (which may improve DSM accuracy as our camera’s exposure settings were found to 65 

generate erroneous points) and landing accuracy is higher. Disadvantages of multirotor UAVs 66 

are that flight speeds and areal coverage are more limited than for fixed wing UAVs. We now 67 

note in the manuscript that the Ebee RTK returns data at resolutions that are more than 68 

sufficient for our purposes (3cm pixel-1), can cover much larger areas and has a higher wind 69 

resistance (>14 m/s) than many multirotors – this seems to be a clear overall advantage. 70 

Landing accuracy (+/- 5 m) was also sufficient to locate a landing location in the complex 71 

topography of the alpine site. The more important issue relative to any comparison between 72 

platform types is that all UAVs will have limited flight times and results will be compromised if 73 

conditions are windy. A direct comparison between fixed wing and multirotor platforms is 74 

necessary to determine exactly how snow depth errors of various platforms may respond to 75 

variations in wind speed and lighting conditions. Until then, based on this experience and 76 

results of other recent studies (Vander Jagt et al., 2015; Bühler et al., 2016; De Michele et al., 77 

2016), the sufficient image quality, reasonably good high-wind stability, suitable launching and 78 
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landing procedures for alpine and prairie environments that are noted in the revised 79 

manuscript, in conjunction with the clear advantages in fixed wing range, may make fixed wing 80 

platforms preferable to the multi-rotor UAVs that have been described in the snow literature to 81 

date. 82 

 83 

 “Or does the decreased flight range / endurance of rotary aircraft compared to fixed wings 84 

outweigh the increased stability?” 85 

 86 

This is platform specific but comparing this experience and results of other recent studies 87 

(Vander Jagt et al., 2015; Bühler et al., 2016; De Michele et al., 2016) would suggest that if the 88 

reported errors are similar than the increased range/ endurance of fixed wing platforms hold an 89 

advantage. That being said one cannot say anything with certainty without a direct side-by-side 90 

comparison. The manuscript has been amended with this discussion as noted above. 91 

 92 

 “How much of an operational concern is wind sensitivity, given that snow precipitation events 93 

and wind events frequently coincide?” 94 

 95 

The reviewer does raise the concern that snow precipitation and wind events do sometimes 96 

coincide but those events should not be of concern as any UAV should not be flying in a snow 97 

event and certainly not in a blowing snow storm because limited visible range (Pomeroy and 98 

Male, 1988) would make such operations illegal. Regulatory constraints (in Canada and other 99 

regions) restrict operations to visual line of sight, which is significantly hampered by snow in the 100 

atmosphere. Practically, airborne snow would significantly obscure surface features as seen 101 

from the UAV, reducing its ability to resolve the surface with SfM – there is no point in flying. 102 

 103 

The most important consideration when planning to map snow depth with any UAV should be 104 

whether the anticipated signal to noise ratio will allow for direct estimates of snow depth or 105 

snow depth change. A discussion of platform type and its role in data quality that reflects these 106 

points is now in the revised manuscript. 107 

 108 

Regarding General Comments Paragraph 3: 109 

“A similar discussion of the camera payload would be useful to readers as well. What is the 110 

specific model of the Canon IXUS used in this study? A quick Google search yields at least a 111 

dozen different models. What are the specifications of the camera? In particular, what is the bit 112 

depth? The point about the camera automatically adjusting exposure based on center-weighted 113 

values and overexposing some scenes, causing erroneous points, is important. More discussion 114 

of this type is useful – for example, that those planning a UAV snow survey should avoid 115 

cameras with automatic light metering. Also, the authors mention their system is not equipped 116 

with a stabilizing gimbal, which clearly increased wind sensitivity and decreased vertical 117 

accuracy. A 3-axis gimbal capable of maintaining an ideal camera orientation is a common 118 

feature of many consumer or “prosumer” level UAVs. A gimbal would certainly increase the 119 

quality of the SfM inputs, and therefore perhaps the snow depth resolution. Readers interested 120 

in snow, but perhaps UAV/SfM novices, would benefit from a more detailed discussion of the 121 

camera system used in the study.” 122 
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 123 

We concur that more details on the camera system would be beneficial. The camera a Canon 124 

PowerShot ELPH 110 HS, (which is the same as a Canon IXUS 125 HS) is used to capture red, 125 

green and blue band imagery and is modified to be triggered by the autopilot. Exposure settings 126 

are automatically adjusted based on a centre-weighted light metering and results may be 127 

improved in the future if one could manually adjust exposure settings (not possible with Canon 128 

ELPH). Most small fixed wing UAV’s do not employ a gimbal due to the space and weight 129 

requirements for such arrangements and in the case of the Ebee RTK the camera is fixed in the 130 

UAV body. To stabilize the camera when taking photos the UAV cuts power to the motor to 131 

minimize vibrations and levels the entire UAV resulting in consistent nadir image orientation. 132 

The camera has a 16.1 Mp 1/2.3-inch CMOS sensor and stores images as JPEGs, resulting in 133 

images with 8-bit depth for the three color channels. These details are now in the revised 134 

manuscript and addressed in the discussion of errors.  135 

 136 

Regarding General Comments Paragraph 5: 137 

“Whether or not the erroneous points caused by overexposure are included in the authors’ 138 

results is unclear upon first reading. For example, section 3.1 (256 - 257) reads “These results 139 

exclude areas affected by erroneous points, as described in section 3.3.2, which was small 140 

compared to the total snow-covered area.” Which results are the authors referencing? Are the 141 

authors speaking generally about every single treatment? Or just the alpine-bare? For example, 142 

the authors should consider replacing “These results” with “The alpine-bare results” or “All 143 

results.” In general, an instance of the word "this" or “these” which lacks a referent can be 144 

confusing to the reader because they are unsure as to what precisely the writer is referring. 145 

After reading section 3.1 it seems the authors did not include the erroneous points for some or 146 

all of the results - but upon referencing section 3.3.2 (322 - 324) the reader finds conflicting 147 

information: “Erroneous points could be eliminated with the removal of overexposed images. 148 

However, reducing the number of images in such a large amount caused a larger bias and gaps 149 

in the point cloud, which made this method inappropriate.” Are the overexposed erroneous 150 

points included in the results or not? If the erroneous points are included, specify which results 151 

are impacted.” 152 

 153 

We appreciate the reviewer’s identification of a confusing discussion on the identification and 154 

removal (or not) of erroneous points. This discussion has been simplified and limited to section 155 

3.3.2. Some of the erroneous points encountered in early processing, only on alpine snow, 156 

coincide with snow surface measurement locations. On certain days, these errors limited the 157 

number of useful surface measurements. Incidentally, the erroneous points are located several 158 

metres above the surrounding surface, and thus are obvious and simple to exclude and so it 159 

does not make sense to include these in the error statistics. 160 

 161 

The areas removed for each flight (as a percentage of the total snow covered area (SCA)) varied 162 

between 2% at the beginning of melt when the surface was predominantly snow-covered and 163 

22% near the end of melt when a small number of snow patches persisted. The values of the 164 

removed SCA are now noted in the revised manuscript.  The point of this discussion was to note 165 
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how we approached the errors in the hope of helping others who may encounter this issue in the 166 

future. 167 

 168 

Regarding General Comments Paragraph 6: 169 

”Although the literature is sparse regarding SfM estimates of snow, the authors must be wary 170 

of comparing results derived from much different methods. For example, in the discussion 171 

section (286 - 292) the results are contrasted against the findings of Nolan et al. 2015, despite 172 

their methods using a manned aircraft. Similarly, Buhler et al. 2015 is a reference to a manned 173 

aircraft experiment. Given the topic sentence of this section begins “Differencing of UAV 174 

derived DSMs…” (emphasis mine) some readers may find the contrast of the authors’ results 175 

with that of a manned aircraft campaign misleading. Also, the 30 cm mean error reported by 176 

Nolan et al. is a geolocation error rather than a snow depth error. Snow depth errors were 177 

reported as 10 cm, and rigorously documented. Mean snow depths are not reported by Nolan 178 

et al. and thus as readers we cannot calculate or assess the SNR of his results, but it does seem 179 

like this study is suggesting a higher snow depth threshold for measurements than Nolan et al. 180 

That needs to be addressed.” 181 

 182 

We agree it is important to differentiate that the imagery in this study was collected with a 183 

small fixed wing UAV rather than a multirotor or manned aircraft. The main difference between 184 

these studies is the collection platform, as application of SfM is fundamentally the same. 185 

Different processing software: Agisoft versus Pix4D Mapper versus Postflight Terra (and even 186 

between versions of Postflight Terra as we noticed) will give different results but the SfM 187 

principles are all the same. The differences in platform will lead to differences in the accuracy of 188 

image geotags and orientation, image resolution, bit depth and image overlaps. Regardless, 189 

very similar errors are being reported from the many recent studies applying SfM to snow 190 

despite the range of platforms and software being employed- this suggests to us that the 191 

greatest sources of uncertainty is the SfM procedure, followed by the differences in platform 192 

characteristics. The revised manuscript differentiates more clearly between the sources of 193 

uncertainty and the platforms used in the referenced studies. The 30cm mean error that we 194 

attribute to snow depth error from Nolan et al. (2015) was an error and are grateful that the 195 

reviewer brought it to our attention. It is corrected in the revised manuscript. 196 

 197 

Regarding Technical Corrections: 198 

Both errors were typos, we thank the reviewer for noticing them, and they are corrected in the 199 

revised manuscript. 200 

 201 

Regarding Overall recommendation: 202 

”I recommend the authors make revisions to the paper based on the comments above. In 203 

general, the authors need to discuss the results appropriately with respect to the referenced 204 

work and use more precise language. Also, given the limited scope of this study, readers will 205 

prefer a considerably shorter paper. Striving for concision may improve the clarity of the paper 206 

as well. The paper could easily be shortened by up about 30%.” 207 

 208 
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We thank the reviewer for these detailed comments. More precise language will be 209 

implemented in the revised manuscript and we will adjust how we reference similar studies to 210 

more appropriately reflect their results and the platforms they used in contrast to this study. 211 

Efforts were made to be more concise and the revised manuscript is shorter than before and 212 

includes recommended details on the UAV platform, camera and more explicit discussion of 213 

this work with respect to platform type. 214 
 215 

Response to Reviewer 2: 216 

Regarding General Comment 1: 217 

“There appear to be a low number (or potentially a low number) of snow depth data used to 218 

evaluate depths retrieved from SfM. In some areas of the manuscript this is clear (e.g. 219 

observations range between 3 to 19 in the Alpine), but in the prairie, measurements ‘between 220 

and at 34 snow stakes’ is ambiguous. In addition, the reader is left unaware of the spatial coverage 221 

of these measurements (within each airborne measurement area) nor how representative they 222 

are. At the very least I would expect the n-value to be included in tables 1 and 2. Currently in the 223 

literature the amount of in-situ evaluation data for airborne SfM studies are highly variable, e.g. 224 

De Michele et al. (2015) tens of depths, Bühler et al. (2015) hundreds of depth, Nolan et al. (2015) 225 

thousands of depths. So while this comment should not be seen as an impediment to publication, 226 

where very low numbers of in-situ data exist, this needs strong justification or perhaps judicious 227 

exclusion from analyses.” 228 

 229 

We agree that the number of verification points in this analysis is quite variable. Manual snow 230 

depth observation protocols were different at the alpine and prairie sites due to the dynamics of 231 

the melt processes, and logistics. The locations of the manual snow observations were fixed 232 

throughout time at the prairie site. Each stubble treatment zone had 17 observation points 233 

identified by a physical stake for a total of 34 points at the prairie site. In contrast, the alpine site 234 

did not have a fixed snow course and snow depth measurements were limited by logistics and 235 

thus ranged between 3 and 19 sites. While the number of snow measurements is limited and 236 

variable at the alpine site, there were 100 surface measurements that were continually snow free 237 

which that had very similar errors over the course of the campaign to those of the snow surfaces. 238 

Considering the snow covered and non-snow covered surface errors together one can see that 239 

despite the limited n of error measurements specific to snow, these were not different from the 240 

large sample over bare ground. In contrast to other studies which are limited to assessing 241 

accuracy over a single or small number of flights we assessed accuracy over a large number of 242 

flights over a season. Therefore, the total number of surface observations available to assess 243 

accuracy was high. At the alpine site, absolute snow surface accuracy was assessed at 101 points 244 

and snow depth accuracy was assessed at 83 (five probe average at each point corresponds to 245 

415 individually probed depths) points. At the prairie site, absolute snow surface and snow depth 246 

accuracy was assessed at the same 646 points. This information is now included in the tables. The 247 

locations of the points used to assess snow depth and the alpine bare surfaces are plotted in the 248 

site figure (Fig 1ab). The prairie site is very homogenous so evaluation points are quite 249 

representative of the study area. The alpine evaluation points are not as representative of the 250 
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areal variation in snowpacks due to steep and inaccessible slopes but do reflect the variabilities 251 

in snow depth observed. These points are clarified in the manuscript. 252 

 253 

Regarding General Comment 2: 254 

“Quantification of SCA is demonstrated in Fig 8, and only briefly mentioned in section 3.4. The 255 

authors mention this is not discussed in this paper. This leads the reader to ask why not? If data 256 

are available to do this in a more thorough manner than currently presented, then this analysis 257 

would make an exceptionally valuable contribution to the literature, increase the scientific value 258 

of this paper and should definitely be included.” 259 

 260 

This is a good comment. The quantification of SCA has been added as an objective of the paper 261 

and the manuscript section on quantification of SCA has been expanded. The discussion of 262 

orthomosaic accuracy is complementary to that for the DSM so not much text is needed to 263 

include this. The additional step needed to assess SCA from orthomosaics is to implement a 264 

classification scheme and some options such as traditional supervised/unsupervised classification 265 

as well as object-oriented classification are now discussed with a clearer example. Compared to 266 

estimating snow depth from DSMs, calculating SCA from an orthomosaic is relatively simple and 267 

so is discussed concisely. 268 

 269 

Specific Edits: 270 

 271 

While NIR imagery was attempted, as it is not used in any of the results or discussion 272 

I suggest excluding it from this paper. 273 

 274 

 For the sake of brevity and lack of results all references to NIR will be removed. 275 

 276 

While written in a very readable style, the manuscript in its current form could be shortened in 277 

many areas, losing extraneous text that is not relevant to the main thrust of the argument. This 278 

will provide room for select expansion of sections in greater detail that are currently vague. Some 279 

suggestions for sections to delete or shorten considerably are: Ln 11-14; Ln 29-32; Ln 93-97; Ln 280 

98-104; Ln 115-118; Ln 146-149; Ln 152- 155; Ln 266-269; Ln 342-345; Ln 408-412. Could much 281 

of the information in Ln 168- 181 be put in a table, making this section much more concise? 282 

 283 

 Many of the identified sections have been edited to reduce redundancy and/or make 284 

more concise. 285 

 286 

Ln 137: Could the size of the areas measured be explicitly mentioned? 287 

 288 

 The prairie site was 65 hectares but the UAV consistently mapped ~100 hectares (to 289 

ensure the area of interest was captured). The alpine site was 24 hectares in size. These 290 

areas are listed in the revised manuscript. 291 

 292 

Ln 205: Why was vegetation negligible? I’d like more information about the nature of the 293 

vegetation here to justify this claim for the creation of DSMs. 294 
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 295 

 Alpine site vegetation was sparse and where it did exist was limited to short grasses on 296 

the ridgetop (<10cm) and shrubs and coniferous trees in deep gullies on the shoulders of 297 

the ridge. To avoid potential errors in detecting change associated with vegetation 298 

obscuring the snow, springing up as snowpack ablated or growing, accuracy assessment 299 

points (the 100 points surveyed) with no vegetation (bare ground or exposed rock) were 300 

selected. Other errors, such as offsets or tilts, which are minimized through inclusion of 301 

GCPs, had a greater impact on DSM accuracy than vegetation. This is clarified in the 302 

revised manuscript.  303 

 304 

 305 

Ln 205 – ‘most of the flights’ – this is vague. How many flights? Did this affect the analyses? 306 

 307 

 Not all flights throughout the measurement campaign had concurrent snow 308 

measurements. Only 8 flights did and this is clarified in the revised manuscript 309 

 310 

Ln 219 – (linked to previous vegetation comment) While vegetation is said to be negligible I need 311 

more convincing that grasses, particularly on 24 July at the Alpine site after ‘spring up’ once the 312 

snow has cleared, would not have any impact on the on the ability to pick the ground surface 313 

from photos. I expect this concern can be allayed through local knowledge, but it needs to be 314 

made explicitly and clearly here as it has been a big issue in the past at other sites. 315 

 316 

 See answer to previous comment regarding vegetation. These grasses were very sparse. 317 

 318 

Ln 240: Please give more details describing what ‘dynamic conditions’ and ‘surface characteristics’ 319 

are. 320 

 321 

 Dynamic conditions reflect changes in lighting due to variability in cloud cover and wind 322 

over the course of the flight and surface characteristics reflect changes in vegetation 323 

exposure and their shadows. This is clarified in the revised manuscript. 324 

 325 

Ln 242: Please define either here or very clearly in 3.3.1 how ‘problematic flights’ are defined. 326 

Currently this is, at best, vague. 327 

 328 

 Agreed and fixed. Problematic flights were identified upon on examination of the DSMs - 329 

we could easily see that the generated surfaces clearly did not represent the snow 330 

surface (rough, with gaps in point clouds). For four of these flights this was due to high 331 

wind conditions (> 10 ms-1) and challenging light conditions that were also reflected in 332 

quite high RMSE values. One flight at the alpine site had a bias much larger than the 333 

other flights. To date we have not been able to come up with a reasonable explanation 334 

for this situation beyond the fact that it increases with the inclusion of GCPs. Diagnosis 335 

of this error is hampered by the “black box” nature of the software, we cannot examine 336 

intermediate steps to determine where the error originates. The identification of these 337 
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‘problematic flights’ is more rigorously defined in section 3.3.1 of the revised 338 

manuscript. 339 

 340 

Ln 255: Give more explanation on what is meant by ‘limited observations’ and why this doesn’t 341 

affect the detection of differences. 342 

 343 

 That sentence was poorly constructed and did not convey what was intended. It is 344 

changed in the revised manuscript 345 

 346 

Ln 283: No correlation is presented. Do you mean ‘related’? If so please change the terminology? 347 

If not, please add the statistical correlations. 348 

 349 

 For the sake of brevity, the brief discussion of bias correction and the associated figures 350 

is now removed. 351 

 352 

Ln 325-340: Uncertain that this section on SGM is that useful. Proprietary software (last sentences 353 

of this paragraph) is always problematic for scientific understanding, but somewhat unavoidable 354 

for much SfM processing. Also, please explain what ‘2.5D’ means. 355 

 356 

 The section of SGM is very specific to the processing software that we did use and while 357 

important to replicate/understand how we dealt with the erroneous points it is now 358 

shortened to be more concise. 2.5D refers to the type of point cloud that is used in the 359 

DSM generation. 2.5D point clouds are point clouds that do not have overlapping 360 

elements. The best way of conceptualizing this is to consider the figure at the following 361 

link: https://support.pix4d.com/hc/en-us/articles/202556289-Difference-between-a-3D-362 

and-a-2-5D-Model#gsc.tab=0. This is clarified in the revised manuscript. 363 

 364 

Ln 376-381: I consider this just speculation. Suggest removal. 365 

 Removed in the revised manuscript. 366 

 367 

Ln 335: ‘were’ rather than ‘where’. 368 

 Corrected in the revised manuscript. 369 

 370 

Ln 373-375: Repetitive use of ‘This’. Hard to understand what ‘this’ is referring to. Please re-write 371 

this section with increased clarity. 372 

 Agreed. Section is rewritten. 373 

 374 

Ln 472: De Michele et al. 2015 is now in TC rather than TCD. 375 

 Reference is now updated 376 

 377 

Ln 597 & 601: Is the mean of the absolute values not the same as RMSE? If so, then stick with 378 

RMSE as terminology. 379 

https://support.pix4d.com/hc/en-us/articles/202556289-Difference-between-a-3D-and-a-2-5D-Model#gsc.tab=0
https://support.pix4d.com/hc/en-us/articles/202556289-Difference-between-a-3D-and-a-2-5D-Model#gsc.tab=0
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 This is the mean of the bias values from the various flights. Since bias can be negative 380 

the absolute of bias values is used to ensure that the magnitudes of the biases are 381 

preserved. This should read (is updated in revised manuscript) “mean of absolute bias 382 

values”. This is different from RMSE, which is the root of the mean squared error. 383 

 384 

Fig 1 c) – Is this short or tall stubble – please specify. 385 

 Tall stubble and is now specified in the caption. 386 

 387 

Fig 5 – Opening sentence of caption - introduce ‘Alpine’ as well as the prairie sites. 388 

 Corrected in the revised manuscript. 389 

 390 

Fig 7 – Add ‘100’ on the y-axis of both plots. 391 

 Corrected in the revised manuscript. 392 

 393 

 394 

 395 

 396 

 397 

 398 

 399 

 400 

 401 

 402 

 403 

 404 

 405 

 406 

 407 

 408 

 409 

 410 

 411 

 412 

 413 

 414 

 415 

 416 

 417 

 418 
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Manuscript with tracked changes 419 

Abstract 420 

The quantification ofQuantifying the spatial distribution of snow is crucial to predict and assess snow as 421 

aits water resource potential and understand land-atmosphere interactions in cold regions. Typical. High-422 

resolution remote sensing approaches to quantifyof snow depth have focused onhas been limited to 423 

terrestrial and airborne laser scanning and more recently with application of Structure from Motion (SfM) 424 

techniques to airborne (manned and unmanned) photogrammetryimagery. In this study photography 425 

from a small unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) was used to generate digital surface models (DSMs) and 426 

orthomosaics for snowcovers at a cultivated agricultural Canadian Prairie and a sparsely-vegetated Rocky 427 

Mountain alpine ridgetop site using Structure from Motion (SfM).. The abilityaccuracy and repeatability of 428 

this method to quantify snow depth, changes in depth and its spatial variability was assessed for different 429 

terrain types over time. Root mean square errors in snow depth estimation from thedifferencing snow 430 

covered and non-snow covered DSMs were 8.8 cm for a short prairie grain stubble surface, 13.7 cm for a 431 

tall prairie grain stubble surface and 8.5 cm for an alpine mountain surface. This technique provided 432 

meaningfuluseful information on maximum snow accumulation and snow-covered area depletion at all 433 

sites, while temporal changes in snow depth could also be quantified at the alpine site due to the deeper 434 

snowpack and consequent higher signal-to -noise- ratio. The application of SfM to UAV photographs can 435 

estimate snow depthreturns meaningful information in areas with mean snow depth > 30 cm – this 436 

restricts its utility for studies, however the direct observation of the ablationsnow depth depletion of 437 

shallow, windblown snowpacks with this method is not feasible. Accuracy varied with surface 438 

characteristics, sunlight and wind speed during the flight, with the most consistent performance found for 439 

wind speeds < 6 m s-1, clear skies, high sun angles and surfaces with negligible vegetation cover. Relative 440 

to surfaces having greater contrast and more identifiable features, snow surfaces present unique 441 

challenges when applying SfM to imagery collected by a small UAV for the generation of DSMs. Regardless, 442 

the low cost, deployment mobility and the capability of repeat-on-demand flights that generate DSMs and 443 

orthomosaics of unprecedented spatial resolution provide exciting opportunities to quantify previously 444 

unobservable small-scale variability in snow depth and its dynamics10 m s-1, clear skies, high sun angles 445 

and surfaces with negligible vegetation cover. 446 

1. Introduction  447 

Accumulation, redistribution, sublimation and melt of seasonal or perennial snowcovers are defining 448 

features of cold region environments. The dynamics of snow have incredibly important impacts on land-449 

atmosphere interactions and can constitute significant proportions of the water resources necessary for 450 

socioeconomic and ecological functions (Armstrong and Brun, 2008; Gray and Male, 1981; Jones et al., 451 

2001). Snow is generally quantified in terms of its snow water equivalent (SWE) through measurements 452 

of its depth and density. Since density varies less than depth (López-Moreno et al., 2013; Shook and Gray, 453 

1996) much of the spatial variability of SWE can be described by the spatial variability of snow depth. Thus, 454 

the ability to measure snow depth, and its spatial distribution, is crucial to assess and predict how the 455 

snow water resource responds to meteorological variability and landscape heterogeneity. Observation and 456 

prediction of snow depth spatial distribution is even more relevant with the anticipated and observed 457 

changes occurring due to a changing climate and land use (Dumanski et al., 2015; Harder et al., 2015; Milly 458 

et al., 2008; Mote et al., 2005; Stewart et al., 2004).  459 
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The many techniques and sampling strategies employed to quantify snow depth all have strengths and 460 

limitations (Pomeroy and Gray, 1995). Traditionally, manual snow surveys have been used to quantify snow 461 

depth and density along a transect. The main benefit of manual snow surveying is that the observations 462 

are a direct measurement of the snow water equivalent; however, it requires significant labour, is a 463 

destructive sampling method and can be impractical in complex, remote or hazardous terrain (DeBeer and 464 

Pomeroy, 2009; Dingman, 2002). Many sensors exist that can measure detailed snow properties non-465 

destructively, with a comprehensive review found in Kinar and Pomeroy (2015), but non-destructive 466 

automated sensors, such as acoustic snow depth rangers (Campbell Scientific SR50) or SWE analyzers 467 

(Campbell Scientific CS275 Snow Water Equivalent Sensor), typically only provide point scale information 468 

and may require significant additional infrastructure or maintenance to operate properly. Remote sensing 469 

of snow from satellite and aerial platforms quantify snow extent at large scales. Satellite platforms can 470 

successfully estimate snow-covered area but problems remain in quantifying snow depth, largely due to 471 

the heterogeneity of terrain complexity and vegetation cover. To date, Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) 472 

techniques have provided the highest resolution estimates of snow depth spatial distribution from both 473 

terrestrial (Grünewald et al., 2010) and airborne platforms (Hopkinson et al., 2012). The main limitations 474 

encountered are available areas of observation (sensor viewshed) for the terrestrial scanner and the 475 

prohibitive expense and long lead time needed for planning repeat flights for the aerial scanner (Deems 476 

et al., 2013). Typically, airborne LiDAR provides data with a ground sampling of nearly 1 m and a vertical 477 

accuracy of 15 cm (Deems and Painter, 2006; Deems et al., 2013). While detailed, this resolution still does 478 

not provide observations of the spatial variability of snow distributions that can address microscale 479 

processes such as snow-vegetation interactions or wind redistribution in areas of shallow snowcover, and 480 

the frequency of airborne LiDAR observations are typically low, except for NASA’s Airborne Snow 481 

Observatory applications in California (Mattmann et al., 2014). 482 

An early deployment of a high resolution digital camera on a remote controlled gasoline powered model 483 

helicopter in 2004 permitted unmanned digital aerial photography to support studies of shrub emergence 484 

and snowcovered area depletion in a Yukon mountain shrub tundra environment (Bewley et al., 2007). 485 

Since then, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have become increasingly popular for small-scale high-486 

resolution remote sensing applications in the earth sciences. The current state of the technology is due to 487 

advances in the capabilities and miniaturization of the hardware comprising UAV platforms 488 

(avionics/autopilots, Global-positioning systems (GPS), Inertial Momentum Units (IMUs) and cameras) and 489 

the increases in available computational power to end users for processing imagery. The conversion of raw 490 

images to orthomosaics and digital surface models takes advantage of Structure from Motion (SfM) 491 

algorithms (Westoby et al., 2012). These computationally intensive algorithms simultaneously resolve 492 

camera pose and scene geometry through automatic identification and matching of common features in 493 

multiple images. With the addition of information on the respective camera location, or if feature locations 494 

are known, then georeferenced point clouds, orthomosaics and Digital Surface Models (DSMs) can be 495 

generated (Westoby et al., 2012). Snow is a challenging surface for SfM techniques due to its relatively 496 

uniform surface and high reflectance relative to snow-free areas, which limit identifiable features (Nolan 497 

et al., 2015). The resolution of the data products produced by UAVs depends largely on flight elevation 498 

and sensor characteristics but can promise accuracies down to 2.6 cm in the horizontal and 3.1 cm in the 499 

vertical (Roze et al., 2014). The vertical accuracy of the (DSM) is generally 1 - 3 times the ground sample 500 

distance (GSD) (Strecha, 2011). The unprecedented spatial resolution of these products may be less 501 

important than the fact these platforms are deployable at a high, user-defined, frequency below cloud 502 

cover, which can be problematic for airborne or satellite platforms. Manned aerial platforms have the 503 

advantage of covering much larger areas (Nolan et al., 2015) with a more mature and clear regulatory 504 
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framework (Marris, 2013; Rango and Laliberte, 2010) than small UAVs. However, the greater expenses 505 

associated with acquisition, maintenance, operation and training ofrequired for manned platforms 506 

(Marris, 2013), relative to small UAVs, are significant (Westoby et al., 2012). Small UAVs overcome the 507 

limitation of terrestrial LiDAR viewshed constraints and in principle can generate DSMs equally well for 508 

complex and flat terrain. Many snow scientists have expressed great enthusiasm in the opportunities UAVs 509 

present and speculate that the data they produce may drastically change the quantification of snow 510 

accumulation and ablation (Sturm, 2015). 511 

The roots of SfM are found in stereoscopic photogrammetry, which has a long history in topographic 512 

mapping (Collier, 2002). Major advances in the 1990’s in computer vision (Boufama et al., 1993; Spetsakis 513 

and Aloimonost, 1991; Szeliski and Kang, 1994) building upon the development of automated feature 514 

matching algorithms (Förstner, 1986; Harris and Step, 1988) has led to the removal of certain data inputs, 515 

such as camera location, orientation or sensor characteristics, which simplifies the application of this 516 

technique.has automated and simplified the data requirements to go from a collection of overlapping 2D 517 

images to 3D points clouds, relative to traditional photogrammetry. Significant work by the 518 

geomorphology community has pushed the relevance, application and further development of this 519 

technique into the earth sciences (Westoby et al., 2012). Recent application of this technique to snow 520 

depth estimation has used imagery captured by manned aerial platforms (Bühler et al., 2015; Nolan et al., 521 

2015) and increasingly with small UAVs (De Michele et al., 2015; Vander Jagt et al., 2015; Bühler et al., 522 

2016). These; De Michele et al., 2016). The manned aircraft examples have reported vertical accuracies 523 

(root mean square errors) from the manned platforms of of 10cm (Nolan et al., 2015) and 30 cm (Bühler 524 

et al., 2015) with horizontal resolution between resolutions of 5-20 cm (Nolan et al., 2015) and 2 m (Bühler 525 

et al., 2015) and from the UAV 2015). Unmanned aircraft examples have shown similar accuracies and 526 

resolution with vertical errors of reported to be ~10 cm with a horizontal of resolutionresolutions between 527 

50 cm (Vander Jagt et al., 2015) and 10 cm (Bühler et al., 2016). The accuracy of assessmentassessments 528 

of the De Michele et al. (20152016), Vander Jagt et al. (2015), and Bühler et al. (2016) studies were limited 529 

to a small number of snow depth maps, Bühler et al. (2016) had the most with four maps, andbut more 530 

are needed to get a complete perspective on the performance of this technique and its repeatability under 531 

variable conditions.  532 

The advent of UAVs and their promise to generate orthomosaics and DSMs of the earth surface at the 533 

centimeter scale at a high observational frequency is exciting. Testing of this technology applied to snow 534 

has been limited, thus a careful assessment is required of the accuracy achievable with varying weather, 535 

terrain, and vegetation, and also of its temporal repeatability. The overall objective of this paper is to 536 

assess the accuracy of snow depth as estimated by imagery collected by small UAVs and processed with 537 

SfM techniques. Specifically, this paper will; 1) assess the accuracy of UAV-derived snow depths with 538 

respect to the deployment conditions and heterogeneity of the earth surface; specifically variability in 539 

terrain relief, vegetation characteristics and snow depth, and 2) identify and assess opportunities for UAV 540 

generated data to advance understanding and prediction of snowcover and snow depth dynamics. 541 

2. Sites and Methodology 542 

2.1 Sites 543 

The prairie field site (Fig. 1a) is representative of agricultural regions on the cold, windswept Canadian 544 

prairies, where agriculture management practices control vegetation physical characteristics which, in 545 

turn, influence snow accumulation (Pomeroy and Gray, 1995). There is little elevation relief and the 546 

landscape is interspersed with wooded bluffs and wetlands. Snowcover is typically shallow (maximum 547 
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depth < 50 cm) with development of a patchy and dynamic snow-covered area during melt. Data collection 548 

occurred at a field site near Rosthern, Saskatchewan, Canada in spring 2015 as part of a larger project 549 

studying the influence of grain stubble exposure on snowmelt processes. The 65-hectare0.65km2 study 550 

site was divided into areas of tall stubble (35 cm) and shorter stubble (15 cm). Wheat stubble, clumped in 551 

rows ~30 cm apart, remained erect throughout the snow season, which has implications for blowing snow 552 

accumulation, melt energetics and snow cover depletion (Fig. 1c). Pomeroy et al. Snow(1993, 1998) 553 

describes the snow accumulation dynamics and snowmelt energetics inof similar environments have been 554 

described by .Pomeroy et al. (1993, 1998). 555 

The alpine site, located in Fortress Mountain Snow Laboratory in the Canadian Rocky Mountains, is 556 

characterized by a ridge oriented in SW-NE direction (Fig. 1b, d) at an elevation of approximately 2300 m. 557 

The average slope at the alpine site is ~15 degrees with some slopes > 35 degrees. Large areas of the ridge 558 

were kept bare by wind erosion during the winter of 2014/2015 and wind redistribution caused the 559 

formation of deep snowdrifts on the leeward (SE) side of the ridge, in surface depressions and downwind 560 

of krummholz. Vegetation is limited to short grasses on the ridgetop while shrubs and coniferous trees 561 

become more prevalent on gullies on the shoulders of the ridge. Mean snow depth of the snow-covered 562 

area at the start of the observation period (May 13, 2015) was 2 m (excluding snow-free areas) with 563 

maximum depths over 5 m. The snow albedo differed between clean snow and that which had dust 564 

deposition from localized sources. The0.32 km2 study area was divided between a North and a South area 565 

(red polygons in Fig. 1b) due to UAV battery and hence flight area limitations. Snow accumulation dynamics 566 

and snowmelt energetics in in the same environment have been described by DeBeer and Pomeroy (2010, 567 

2009),) and MacDonald et al. (2010) and Musselman et al. (2015) and in similar environments by Egli et 568 

al. (2012), Grünewald et al. (2010), Mittaz et al. (2015) and Reba et al. (2011).describe the snow 569 

accumulation dynamics and snowmelt energetics of the area. 570 

 2.2 Methodology 571 

2.2.1 Unmanned Aerial Vehicle - flight planning – operation - data processing  572 

A Sensefly Ebee Real Time Kinematic (RTK) UAV (Fig. 2a) was used to collect imagery over both sites. It is 573 

marketed as a complete system, including the UAV The platform andis bundled with flight control and 574 

image processing software, to provide a complete system capable of survey grade accuracy without the 575 

use of ground control points (GCPs) (Roze et al., 2014). The Ebee RTK is a hand launched, fully autonomous, 576 

battery powered delta wing UAV with a wingspan of 96 cm and a weight of ~0.73 kg including payload. 577 

Maximum flight time is up to 45 minutes with cruising speeds between 40-90 km h-1. A consumer grade 578 

camera, a Canon IXUS, captured imagery that was taggedA modified consumer grade camera, a Canon 579 

PowerShot ELPH 110 HS, is captured red, green and blue band imagery and is triggered by the autopilot. 580 

The camera is fixed in the UAV body, there is no stabilizing gimbal as often seen on multirotor UAVs, but 581 

when taking a photo the UAV cuts power to the motor to minimize vibrations and levels the entire UAV 582 

resulting in consistent nadir image orientation. The camera has a 16.1 Mp 1/2.3-inch CMOS sensor and 583 

stores images as JPEGs, resulting in images with 8-bit depth for the three color channels. Exposure settings 584 

are automatically adjusted based on a center weighted light metering. Images are geotagged with location 585 

and camera orientation information supplied by RTK corrected Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) 586 

positioning and IMU, respectively. A Leica GS15 base station supplied the RTK corrections to the UAV that 587 

resolve image locations to an accuracy of ± 2.5 cm. Bühler et al. (2015) found that snow depth mapping 588 

improved with the use of near-infrared (NIR) imagery as the NIR spectrum is sensitive to variations in snow 589 

grain size and water content (Dozier and Painter, 2004), which increases the contrast and complexity of 590 

the snow surface. A NIR camera, a customized Canon S110, was also flown repeatedly during this campaign 591 
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(three times at alpine site and 16 times at prairie site) and captured imagery in three bands; green, red 592 

and NIR (850 nm) bands.Ebee to resolve image locations to an accuracy of ± 2.5 cm. The Ebee was able to 593 

fly in all wind conditions attempted but image quality, location and orientation became inconsistent 594 

and/or was missed when wind speed at the flight altitude (as observe by an on-board pitot tube) 595 

approached or exceeded 14 m s-1. 596 

At the prairie site, flight altitudes were ~100 m with 60% lateral and 75% longitudinal photo overlaps, 597 

which translated into mapping of up to 100 hectares per flight at a resolution of ~3 cm pixel-1. Figure 2b 598 

provides a typical flight plan generated by the eMotion flight control software that was used on the prairie 599 

site. The UAV was flown 22 times duringover the course of the melt period (6 to 30 March 2015) with 600 

three more flights over athe snow free surface between 2 and 9 April 2015. A loaner Ebee, from Spatial 601 

Technologies, the Ebee distributor, performed the first 11 flights at the prairie site due to technical issues 602 

with the Ebee RTK. The geotag errors of the non-RTK loaner Ebee were ±5 m (error of GPS Standard 603 

Positioning Service) and therefore required GCPs to generate georeferenced data products. At the Alpine 604 

site, to reduce variations in the height of the UAV above the surface in complex terrain, flight plans were 605 

adjusted using a 1 m resolution DEM, derived from a LiDAR DEM. The UAV was flown 18 times over melt 606 

from 15 May to 24 June 2015 with four flights over bare ground on 24 July 2015. Table 1 summarises flight 607 

plan attributives of the respective sites. Figure 2b provides a typical flight plan generated by the eMotion 608 

flight control software for the prairie site. 609 

Default settings for difficult terrain were chosen for the alpine site, these include a lateral overlap of 85% 610 

and a longitudinal overlap of 75%, with a flight altitude of 100 m. Two flights with perpendicular flight 611 

paths covered the south and north part of the alpine study area. To reduce variations in flight altitudes, 612 

flight plans were adjusted to ensure a more consistent flight altitude using a 1 m resolution DEM, derived 613 

from an available airborne LiDAR scan. The UAV was flown 18 times from 15 May to 24 June 2015 with 614 

four flights over bare ground on 24 July 2015.  615 

Postflight Terra 3D 3 (version 3.4.46) was used to process processed the imagery to generate DSMs and 616 

orthomosaics. Though the manufacturer suggested that they are unnecessary with RTK corrected geotags 617 

(error of ±2.5 cm), all processing included GCPs (locations highlighted in Fig. 1).. At the prairie site, 10 GCPs 618 

comprised of five tarps and five utility poles were distributed throughout the study area. (blue points in 619 

Fig. 1a). At the alpine site, the north and south areas had five and six GCPs, (blue points in Fig. 1b), 620 

respectively comprised of tarps (Fig. 3a) and easily identifiable rocks (Fig. 3b) spread over the study area. 621 

Processing involved three steps. First, initial processing extracted features common to multiple images, 622 

optimized external and internal camera parameters for each image, and generated a sparse point cloud. 623 

The second step densified the point cloud and the third step generated a georeferenced orthomosaic and 624 

a DSM. Preferred processing options varied between the sites, with the semi global matching algorithm in 625 

the point densification used to minimize erroneous points that were encountered at the alpine site (see 626 

Sect 3.3). Generated orthomosaics and DSMs had a horizontal resolution of 3.5 cm at the prairie site and 627 

between 3.5 cm and 4.2 cm at the alpine site.  628 

2.2.2 Ground truth and snow depth data collection 629 

To assess the accuracy of the generated DSMs and their ability to measure snow depth, detailed 630 

observations of the land surface elevation and snow depth over the course of snowcover ablation were 631 

made.were collected. At the prairie site a GNSS survey, utilizing a Leica GS15 as a base station and another 632 

GS15 acting as a RTK corrected rover, measured the location (x, y and z) of 3417 snow stakes on each 633 
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stubble treatment to an accuracy of < ± 2.5 cm. This gives 34 observation points at the prairie site (locations 634 

identified as red dots in Fig. 1a). Over the melt period, the snow depth was measured with a ruler at each 635 

point (error of ± 1 cm) along snow surveys between and at each of). Adding the 34 snow survey stakes. 636 

Combining the manually measured snow depths measured by the snow surveys and theirto the 637 

corresponding land surface elevations from the GNSS survey gives snow surface elevation points that can 638 

beelevations at each observation point directly comparedcomparable to the UAV derived DSM.  639 

At the alpine site, 100 land surface elevations were measured at points with negligible vegetation (bare 640 

soil or rock outcrops) with a GNSS survey to determine the general quality of the DSMs. Vegetation was 641 

negligible at these locations. For most of theFor eight flights a GNSS survey was also performed on the 642 

snowcover. (all measurement locations over the course of campaign are highlighted in Fig. 1b). To account 643 

for the substantial terrain roughness and to avoid measurement errors in deep alpine snowpacks, the 644 

snowcover snow surface elevation was directly determined by themeasured via GNSS survey and snow 645 

depth was measured withestimated from the average of five snow depth measurements in a 0.4 m x 0.4 646 

m square at these locations. The average snow depth of these five values was then compared to the snow 647 

depth determined by the UAVthat point. Time constraints and inaccessible steep snow patches limited the 648 

number of snow depth measurements to between three and 20 measurements per flight. 19 649 

measurements per flight. While the number of accuracy assessment points over snow is limited for each 650 

flight the cumulative number of points over the course of the campaigns used to assess accuracy over all 651 

flights is not; at the alpine site there were 101 GNSS surface measurements and 83 averaged snow depth 652 

measurements available, and at the prairie site 323 measurements on each stubble treatment. 653 

At both the prairie and alpine site, GCP location measurement employed the same GNSS RTK surveying 654 

method established GCP locations. Snow surveys (maximum one per day) and DSMs (multiple per day) are 655 

only compared if from the same days.  656 

2.2.3 Snow depth estimation 657 

Snow depth was estimated by subtractingSubtracting a DSM representingof a snow- free periodsurface 658 

from a DSM representing a period with snowcover. This assumes thatof a snow covered surface results 659 

estimate snow depth if snow ablation is the only cause of change in thethings changing surface elevations 660 

between the dates of image capture.observation periods. Vegetation is limited over the areas of interest 661 

at the alpine site and any spring up of grasses or shrubs is insignificant, based upon local observations, 662 

with respect to the large snow depths observed (upto 5m). The wheat stubble at the prairie site is 663 

unaffected by snow accumulation or ablation. The snow-free DSMs corresponded to imagery collected on 664 

2 April for the prairie site and 24 July for the prairie and alpine sites, respectivelysite. 665 

2.2.4 Accuracy assessment 666 

The accuracy of the UAV-derived DSM orand snow depth was estimated by calculating the root mean 667 

square error (RSMERMSE), mean error (bias) and standard deviation of the error (SD) with respect to the 668 

manual measurements. The RSMERMSE quantifies the overall difference between manually measured and 669 

UAV derived values. Bias, bias quantifies the mean magnitude of the over (positive values) or under 670 

(negative values) prediction of the DSM with respect to manual measurements. The, and SD quantifies the 671 

variability of the error.  672 

2.2.5 Signal-to-Noise Calculation 673 

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compares the level of the snow depth signal with respect to the 674 

measurement error to inform when meaningful information is available. The SNR is calculated as the mean 675 
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measured snow depth value divided by the standard deviation of the error between the observed and 676 

estimated snow depths. The Rose criterion, commonly applied in image processing literature, is used to 677 

define the threshold SNR where the UAV returns meaningful snow depth information; this is further 678 

described in Rose (1973). The Rose criterion proposes a SNR ≥ 4 for the condition at which the signal is 679 

sufficiently large to avoid mistaking it for a fluctuation in noise.  Ultimately, the acceptable signal to noise 680 

ratio depends upon the user’s error tolerance (Rose, 1973).  681 

3. Results and Discussion 682 

3.1 Absolute surface accuracy 683 

The accuracy of the DSMs is summarized in Figure 4 and Table 1 by presenting the errors for the individual 684 

flights and a summary of all the flights, respectively. The accuracy of the DSMs relative to the measured 685 

surface points are variable duevaries with respect to dynamiclight conditions at time of photography and 686 

thedifferences in snow surface characteristics and extent. This is seen in the RMSE for individual flights 687 

varying from 4 cm to 19 cm. (Fig. 4). Only a few problematic flights, which will be discussed in section 688 

3.3.1, showed larger RMSE of up to 32 cmRMSEs, which are marked in blue in Figure 4. In general, the 689 

accuracy of the DSMs as represented by the mean RMSEs in Table 12, were comparable between the 690 

prairie short stubble (8.1 cm), alpine-bare (8.17 cm),) and alpine-snow (7.5 cm) sites and were greater over 691 

the prairie tall stubble (11.5 cm). Besides the five (out of 43 flights) problematic flights, which will be 692 

discussed in section 3.3.1, accuracy was relatively consistent over time at all sites. To clarify, the prairie 693 

flights simultaneously sampled the short and tall stubble areas, thus there were only three problematic 694 

flights at the prairie site in addition to the two at the alpine site (FigureFig. 4). The larger error at the tall 695 

stubble is due to snow and vegetation surface interactions. Over the course of melt, the DSM gradually 696 

became more representative of the stubble surface rather than the snow surface, as the snow surface 697 

dropped below the stubble height. This highlights a problem in applying SfM to estimate snowcover, as 698 

the most prominent features, in this case exposed stubble, are preferentially weighted to represent the 699 

surface. The bias, especially for tall stubble, becomes positive resulting in over prediction of the surface, 700 

as the snow surface drops beneath the stubble height. The number of observations on alpine-snow is 701 

limited (Fig. 4) but no obvious differences were detected with respect to the alpine-bare soil (determined 702 

by 100 observations). These results exclude areas affected by erroneous points, as described in section 703 

3.3.2, which was small compared to the total snow-covered area.. More points are matched on the high 704 

contrast stubble than the low contrast snow leading to the DSM being biased to reflect the stubble surface. 705 

This is apparent in the increasing tall stubble bias as the snow surface drops below the stubble height. By 706 

comparing the many alpine-bare points to the limited number of alpine-snow points (3 to 19) the relative 707 

difference in errors between the snow and non-snow surfaces was assessed. The benefit of the large 708 

amount of alpine-bare points (100) reveals the general errors, offsets and tilts in the DSM. It is concluded 709 

that the snow surface errors are not appreciably different from the non-snow surface errors.  710 

The manufacturer suggests that RTK level accuracy onof the camera geotags without the use of GCPs can 711 

is supposed to produce products with similar accuracy to, without the use of GCPs, as those generated 712 

with standard GPS positioning and the use of GCPs (Roze et al., 2014). This was assessed with DSMs created 713 

with and without GCPs for flights where the Ebee’s camera geotags had RTK-corrected positions with an 714 

accuracy of ± 2.5 cm. This amounted to nine tested this claim. Nine flights atfrom the prairie site and 22 715 

flights atfrom the alpine site met the requirements for this test. Inclusion of GCPs had little effect on the 716 

standard deviation of error with respect to surface observations, but resulted in a reduction of the mean 717 

absolute error of the bias from 27 cm to 10 cm and from 14 cm to 6 cm at the prairie and alpine site, 718 

respectively. 719 
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The generated NIR DSMs had rough surfaces, large biases and gaps due to SfM not being able to resolve 720 

the surface features. Despite possible advantages over visible imagery due to greater snow contrast, it was 721 

not possible to generate reliable results using the images from this customized Canon S110 NIR camera. 722 

3.2 Snow depth accuracy 723 

The snow depth errors were similar to that of the surface errors with the alpine and short stubble sites 724 

having very similar errors, with mean RMSEs of 8.5 cm and 8.8 cm, but much larger errors over tall stubble, 725 

with mean RMSE of 13.7 cm (Fig. 5 and Table 23). Snow depth errors were larger than the surface errors 726 

as the errors from the snow-free and snow-covered DSMs are additive in the DSM differencing. The 727 

usability of snow depth determined from DSM differencing requires comparison of signal-to-noise. Signal-728 

to-noise, SNR in Fig. 5, clearly demonstrates that the deep alpine snowpacks have a large signal relative to 729 

noise and provide very useable information on snow depth both at maximum accumulation and during 730 

most of the snowmelt period (SNR >7). In contrast, the shallow snowpack at the prairie site, despite a 731 

similar absolute error to the alpine site, demonstrates decreased ability to retrieve meaningful snow depth 732 

information over the course of snowmelt; the signal became smaller than the noise. Applying the Rose 733 

criterion of a SNR ~4, it is apparent that only the first flight at the short stubble and the first two flights at 734 

the tall stubble provided useful information on the snow depth signal.  735 

The error of the estimated snow depthThis is correlated to the bias;relevant when applying this is most 736 

apparent at the prairie site where the estimated, shallow, snow depth variestechnique to other areas with 737 

the bias. With bias correction, the mean snow depth, as demonstrated in Fig. 6, shows a relatively coherent 738 

time evolution for a shallow snow cover. 739 

Differencing of UAV derived DSMs provides meaningful but limited information about snow depth. 740 

Reliable information is limited to the peak accumulation period at the prairie site, which is typical of 741 

shallow, wind redistributed seasonal snowcovers such as those that cover prairie, steppe and tundra in 742 

North and South America, Europe and Asia. This is in contrast to other studies which suggestdo not limit 743 

where this technique can be universally adopted for snow depth mapping despite reporting a RMSE of up 744 

to 30 cmreasonably applied (Bühler et al., 20152016; Nolan et al., 2015). Errors of such a magnitude are 745 

inappropriate for estimating the depth of shallow snowcovers.2015).  746 

3.3 Challenges 747 

3.3.1 UAV Deployment Challenges 748 

An attractive attribute of UAVs, relative to manned aerial or satellite platforms, is that they allow “on-749 

demand” responsive data collection. While deployable under most conditions encountered, the significant 750 

variability in the DSM RMSEs is likely due to the environmental factors at time of flight including wind 751 

conditions, sun angle, flight duration, cloud cover and cloud cover variability. In high wind conditions (>14 752 

m s-1) the UAV struggled to maintain its preprogrammed flight path. as it is blown off course when cutting 753 

power to take photos. This resulted in missed photos and inconsistent density in the generated point 754 

clouds. This UAV does not employWithout a gimbal to stabilizegimballed camera orientation and thus 755 

windy conditions also resulted in blurry images from the unstable platform that deviate from the ideal 756 

vertical orientation. The flights for the DSMs with the greatest RMSEs had the highest wind speeds as 757 

measured by the UAV. Four of the five problematic flights were due to high winds (>10 m s-1) and were 758 

identified by relatively low-density point clouds with significant gaps which rendered DSMs that did not 759 

reflect the snow surface characterises.  760 
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As the system relies on a single camera traversing the areas of interest, anything that may cause a change 761 

in the reflectance properties of the surface will complicate post-processing and influence the overall 762 

accuracy. Consistent lightning is important with a preference for clear, high sun conditions to minimize 763 

shadow dynamics.changes in shadows. Diffuse lighting during cloudy conditions resultedresults in little 764 

contrast over the snow surface and large gaps in the point cloud over snow, especially when the snow 765 

cover was homogeneous. Three flights under these conditions could not be used and were not included 766 

in the previously shown statistics. Clear conditions and patchy snowcover led to large numbers of 767 

overexposed pixels (see Sect 3.3.2). Low sun angles should be avoided as orthomosaics from these times 768 

are difficult to classify with respect to the large and dynamic surface shadows present and the relatively 769 

limited reflectance range.  770 

It is suggested that multirotor UAV’s may be more stable and return better data products in windy 771 

conditions (Bühler, et al., 2016). There have not been any direct comparison studies that the authors are 772 

aware of that validate such assertions. A general statement regarding the use of fixed wing vs. multirotor 773 

is also impossible with the broad spectrum of UAVs and their respective capabilities on the market. The 774 

only clear benefit of using a multirotor platform is that larger, potentially more sophisticated, sensors can 775 

be carried and landing accuracy is higher. That being said the Ebee RTK returns data at resolutions that are 776 

more than sufficient for our purposes (3cm pixel-1), can cover much larger areas and has a higher wind 777 

resistance (>14 m/s) than many multirotors. Landing accuracy (+/- 5 m) was also sufficient to locate a 778 

landing location in the complex topography of the alpine site. The more important issue relative to any 779 

comparison between platform types is that all UAVs will have limited flight times and results are 780 

compromised if conditions are windy and light is inconsistent. Until a direct platform comparison study is 781 

conducted this experience, and results of other recent studies (Vander Jagt et al., 2015; Bühler et al., 2016; 782 

De Michele et al., 2016), suggests that fixed wing platforms, relative to multi-rotor platforms, have similar 783 

accuracy and deployment constraints but a clear range advantage. 784 

 785 

3.3.2 Challenges applying Structure from Motion over snow 786 

Erroneous points over snow were generated byin post-processing with the default settings at the alpine 787 

sitessite. These points were up to several metres above the actual snow surface and were mainly located 788 

at the edge of snow patches, but also on irregular and steep snow surfaces in the middle of a snow patch. 789 

The worst cases occurred during clear sunny days over south-facing snow patches, where the whole snow 790 

patch waswhich were interspersed with these erroneous points. These points are related to the 791 

overexposure of snow pixels in the raw images, which typically occurred during direct sunlight over a small 792 

snow-covered area. A typical image with overexposed snow pixels had bare ground in the centre and small 793 

snow patches on the edges. The Canon IXUS camera This is a consequence of the automatically 794 

adjustsadjusted exposure based on centre-weighted light metering and is not adjustable. Erroneousof the 795 

Canon ELPH camera. It is recommended that erroneous points could be eliminatedminimized with the 796 

removal of overexposed images. However, reducing the number of images in such a large amount caused 797 

a larger; however this increased the bias and led to gaps in the point cloud, which made this 798 

methodapproach inappropriate. 799 

The semi-global matching (SGM) option with optimization for 2.5D point clouds (point clouds with no over 800 

lapping points) proved to be the best parameter setting within the post-processing software Postflight 801 

Terra 3D. Semi-global matching was employed to improve results on projects with low or uniform texture 802 

images, while the optimization for 2.5D removes points from the densified point cloud (SenseFly, 2015). 803 
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The SGM option removed most of the erroneous points with best results if processing was limited to 804 

individual flights. Including images from additional perpendicular flights or merging subareas with 805 

overlapping images resulted in a rougher surface with more erroneous points.  This is likely due tomay be 806 

caused by changes in the surface lighting conditions between flights, which challenges SfM. However, 807 

there was no additional bias introduced by the use ofBias did not change when using SGM andthough 808 

some linear artefacts were visible when compared to default settings. These linear artefacts caused the 809 

standard deviation of the errorsd to increase from 1 cm to 3 cm on bare ground. Areas with remaining 810 

erroneous points wherewere identified and excluded from the presented analysis. The ability to reduce 811 

these erroneous pointsTable 3 summaries the extent of the areas removed with SGM depended on the 812 

versionrespect to the snow covered area at the alpine site. The fifth problematic flight identified (1 June 813 

flight over north area of Postflight Terra 3D. Results achievedalpine site) had a much larger bias with 814 

version 3.4.46 were much better than results from the later version 4.0.81. This suggests that future users 815 

should test different versions to achieve optimal resultsthe inclusion of GCPs and the reason for this cannot 816 

be determined. The “black box” nature of this proprietary software and small number of adjustable 817 

parameters clearly limits the applicationsapplication of this post-processing tool for scientific 818 

applicationspurposes.  819 

3.4 Applications 820 

The distributed snow depth maps generated from UAV imagery are of great utility for understanding snow 821 

processes at previously unrealized resolutions, spatial coverages and frequencies. These products may 822 

directly lead to a greater understanding of snow phenomena and/or inform, initialize and validate 823 

distributed models at a high resolution. Figure 7Figure 6 provides examples of UAV derived distributed 824 

snow depth maps. The identification of snow dune structures, which correspond to in-field observations, 825 

is a qualitative validation that UAV derived DSM differencing does indeed provide reasonable information 826 

on the spatial variability of snow depth. Actual applications will depend upon the surface, snow depth and 827 

other deployment considerations as discussed. 828 

  829 

In the prairies, as discussed earlier, it is reasonable to use this technique to measure peak snow 830 

accumulation. Besides providing an estimate of the total snow volume, this technique can also inform 831 

snow cover depletion curve estimation and description (Pomeroy et al., 1998). Simple snow cover 832 

depletion models can be parameterized with estimates of the mean and standard deviation of the snow 833 

depth (Essery and Pomeroy, 2004), which otherwise are obtained from snow surveying. For 2015, the bias 834 

corrected peak snow accumulation at the short stubble site had a mean of 28.2 cm and a standard 835 

deviation of 7.2 cm while the tall stubble site had a mean of 38 cm and standard deviation of 6.2 cm. These 836 

values correspond to coefficients of variation of 0.255 and 0.173, at the short and tall stubble sites 837 

respectively, which are similar to previous observations from corresponding landforms/surfaces (Pomeroy 838 

et al., 1998). While not discussed in this paper, the classification of the orthomosaics can quantify snow-839 

covered area (SCA), providing a validation tool for depletion prediction (Fig. 8a). Orthomosaics have the 840 

same horizontal accuracy and resolution as the DSMs; the vertical errors are irrelevant as orthomosaics 841 

lack a vertical component. Interpretation of snow processes from orthomosaics is therefore possible 842 

regardless of surface characteristics or snow depth.  843 

 844 

Applications at the alpine site also include the ability to estimate the spatial distribution of snow depth 845 

change due to ablation (Fig. 8b7). To obtain ablation rates, the spatial distribution of snow density is still 846 

needed but it may be estimated with a few point measurements or with parameterizations dependent 847 
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upon snow depth (Jonas et al., 2009; Pomeroy and Gray, 1995). In Fig. 8b7 the mean difference in snow 848 

depth between the two flights was 0.9 m; this gives a SNR of ~11 which is more than sufficient to 849 

confidently assess the spatial variability of melt.  850 

Despite the limitations and deployment considerations discussed, UAVs arethe Ebee RTK was capable of 851 

providing accurate data at unprecedentedvery high spatial and temporal resolutions that can advance 852 

understanding. A direct comparison between fixed wing and multirotor platforms is necessary to 853 

determine how snow depth errors may respond to variations in wind speed and lighting conditions. Until 854 

then, based on this experience and results of snow processes. Theother recent studies (Vander Jagt et al., 855 

2015; Bühler et al., 2016; De Michele et al., 2016), we do not expect there to be large differences in errors 856 

between platform type. Rather, the most important consideration is when planning to map snow depth 857 

with a UAV should be whether the anticipated signal-to-noise ratioSNR will allow for direct estimates of 858 

snow depth or snow depth change. ThisThe SNR issue limits the use of this technique to areas with snow 859 

depths or observable changes sufficiently larger than the SD of the error. This analysis established this 860 

threshold, at a minimum, to be ~30 cm.We propose a mean snow depth threshold of ~30 cm is necessary 861 

to obtain meaningful information on snow depth distribution with current technology. This threshold is 862 

equal to four times the mean observed SD (Rose criterion), but will vary with the application, site and 863 

user’s error tolerance. Regardless of the accuracy of the absolute surface values, the relative variability 864 

within the DSM may offer fresh insights into the spatial variability of snow depth and snow surface 865 

roughness. Previous work on the statistical properties of snow depth (Deems et al., 2006; Shook and Gray, 866 

1996) and snow surface roughness (Fassnacht et al., 2009; Manes et al., 2008) could be extended to 867 

consider even finer, centimetre-scale, variability over large areas.  868 

 869 

The use of SfM in shallow snow environments, such as on the Canadian Prairies, is therefore limited to 870 

measuring near-maximum snow depths. Besides providing an estimate of the total snow volume, this 871 

information can also inform snow cover depletion curve estimation and description (Pomeroy et al., 1998). 872 

Simple snow cover depletion models can be parameterized with estimates of snow depth mean and 873 

coefficient of variation (Essery and Pomeroy, 2004), which otherwise need to be obtained from snow 874 

surveying. For 2015 coefficients of variation from the peak snow depth maps were 0.255 and 0.173, at the 875 

short and tall stubble sites respectively, which are similar to previous observations from corresponding 876 

landforms/surfaces (Pomeroy et al., 1998).  877 

In addition to parameterising snow cover depletion models, UAV data could also be used to test their 878 

performance as Structure from Motion processing of UAV images produces orthomosaics in addition to 879 

DSMs. Sequences of orthomosaics are especially useful to quantify the spatio-temporal dynamics of snow 880 

covered area (SCA) depletion processes. Orthomosaics are complementary products to DSMs and their 881 

quality is subject to the same deployment conditions as DSMs. Orthomosaics have the same horizontal 882 

accuracy and resolution as the DSMs but without a vertical component any DSM vertical errors are 883 

irrelevant. Interpretation of SCA from orthomosaics is therefore possible regardless of surface 884 

characteristics or snow depth. The classification of orthomosaics to quantify surface properties will 885 

introduce error, and can be challenging in changing light conditions, which changes the spectral response 886 

of snow or non-snow covered areas across the surface. Typical supervised and unsupervised pixel based 887 

classification procedures can be readily applied. Since UAV imagery is at a much higher resolution than 888 

satellite or airborne imagery classification differences in spectral response due to varying light conditions 889 

can be compensated for by using object oriented classification which also takes into account shape, size, 890 

texture, pattern and context (Harayama and Jaquet, 2004).  891 
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An example of a snow-covered depletion curve for the prairie site is presented in Fig. 8. A simple 892 

unsupervised classification of the orthomosaic into snow and non-snow classes quantifies the earlier 893 

exposure of the tall wheat stubble relative to the short wheat stubble. The tall stubble surface is an 894 

illustrative example of the advantages UAVs offer for SCA quantification. Tall stubble is a challenging 895 

surface to quantify SCA on as snow is prevalent for a time below the exposed stubble surface rendering 896 

other remote sensing approaches inappropriate. From an oblique perspective, the exposed stubble 897 

obscures the underlying snow and prevents the classification of SCA from georectification of terrestrial 898 

photography (Fig. 9). Due to the surface heterogeneity on small scales (stubble, soil and snow all regularly 899 

occurring within 30 cm) satellite, and most aerial, imagery struggles with clearly identifying SCA. To 900 

identify features accurately, in this case exposed stubble versus snow, multiple pixels are needed per 901 

feature (Horning and DuBroff, 2004). The 3.5 cm resolution of the orthomosaic corresponds to 902 

approximately three pixels to span the 10 cm stubble row which is sufficient for accurate SCA mapping 903 

over a tall stubble surface. The advantages of high-resolution UAV orthomosaics are obviously not limited 904 

to SCA mapping of snow between wheat stubble and can be readily applied to other challenging 905 

heterogeneous surfaces where SCA quantification was previously problematic. Snow cover data at this 906 

resolution can quantifying the role of vegetation on melt processes at a micro-scale, which can in turn 907 

inform and validate snowmelt process understanding. 908 

4. Conclusions 909 

A new tool, a small UAV that took photographs from which The accuracy of DSMs and orthomosaics were, 910 

generated through application of SfM techniques to imagery captured by a small UAV, was evaluated in 911 

two different environments, mountain and prairie, to verify its ability to quantify snow depth and its spatial 912 

variability for varying weather conditions over the ablation period. The introduction of functional UAVs to 913 

the scientific community requires a critical assessment of what can reasonably be expected from these 914 

devices over the seasonal snowcover. Snow represents one of the more challenging surfaces for UAVs and 915 

SfM techniques to resolve due to the lack of contrast and high surface reflectance. Field campaigns 916 

assessed the accuracy of the Ebee RTK system over flat prairie and complex terrain alpine sites subject to 917 

wind redistribution and spatially variable ablation associated with varying surface vegetation and terrain 918 

characteristics. The mean accuracies of the DSMs were 8.1 cm for the short stubble surface, 11.5 cm for 919 

the tall surface and 8.7 cm for the alpine site. These DSM errors translate into mean snow depth errors of 920 

8.8 cm, 13.7 cm and 8.5 cm over the short, tall and alpine sites respectively. Ground control points were 921 

needed to achieve this level of accuracy. Error varied with bias, which allowed application of a bias 922 

correction to improve the accuracy of the snow depth estimates, but this required additional surface 923 

observations. The SfM technique provided meaningful information on maximum snow depth at all sites, 924 

and snow depth depletion could also be quantified at the alpine site due to the deeper snowpack and 925 

consequent higher signal-to-noise ratio. These findings demonstrate that SfM can be applied to accurately 926 

estimate snow depth and its spatial variability only in areas with snow depth > 30 cm. This restricts its 927 

application for shallow, windblown snowcovers. Snow depth estimation accuracy varied with wind speed, 928 

surface characteristics and sunlight; the most consistent performance was found for wind speeds < 6m10 929 

m s-1, surfaces with insignificant vegetation cover, clear skies and high sun angles. The ability to generate 930 

good results declined over especially homogenous snow surfaces and southerly aspects in mountain 931 

terrain. Clear sky conditions were favourable for high snow-covered fractions with limited snow surface 932 

brightness contrast. During snowmelt with reduced snow-covered fraction, clear sky conditions caused 933 

overexposure of snow pixels and erroneous points in the point clouds. 934 
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The challenges of applying SfM to imagery collected by a small UAV over snow complicate the generation 935 
of DSMs and orthomosaics relative to other surfaces with greater contrast and identifiable features. 936 
Regardless, the unprecedented spatial resolution of the DSMs and orthomosaics, low costs and “on-937 
demand” deployment provide exciting opportunities to quantify previously unobservable small-scale 938 
variability in snow depth that will only improve the ability to quantify snow properties and processes. 939 
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 1117 

Table 1: Flight plan specifications 1118 

Variable Prairie Site Alpine Site 

Flight altitude 100m 100m 

Lateral overlap 70% 85% 

Longitudinal overlap 70% 75% 

Ground resolution 3 cm pixel-1 3 cm pixel-1 

Number of flights (over snow/over non-snow) 22/3 18/4 

Approximate area surveyed per flight 1 km2 0.32 km2  

 1119 

Table 21: Absolute snow depthsurface accuracy summary*summarya 1120 

Area Variable Mean* (cm) 
MaxMaximum 
(cm) 

MinMinimum 
(cm) 

Total Points c 

alpine-bare RMSE 8.7 15 4 1120 
alpine-bare Bias b 5.6 11 1 1120 
alpine-bare SD 6.2 12 3 1120 
alpine-snowAlpine RMSE 87.5 14.0 3 101 
alpine-snowAlpine Bias** b 4.14 11.013 01 101 
Alpinealpine-snow SD 7.15.4 12.013 3 101 
Short RMSE 8.81 12.515.8 04.4 357 
Short Bias** b 54.4 1511.2 0 357 
Short SD 6.13 9.5 10.3.2 0357 
Tall RMSE 11.513.7 27.218.4 04.9 357 
Tall Bias** b 9.86.6 26.417.5 0.3 357 
Tall SD 8.34 14.213.9 03.1 357 

*a summary excludes fourfive flights identified to be problematic due to windy conditions  1121 

**b mean of absolute bias values  1122 
c cumulative points used to assess accuracy over all assessed flights 1123 

Table 2: Absolute snow depth accuracy summary a  1124 

Area Variable Mean (cm) Maximum (cm) Minimum (cm) Total Points c 

Alpine RMSE 8.5 14.0 3 83 

Alpine Bias b 4.1 11.0 0 83 

Alpine SD 7.1 12.0 3 83 

Short RMSE 8.8 15.8 0 323 

Short Bias b 5.4 15.2 0 323 

Short SD 6.1 10.3 0 323 

Tall RMSE 13.7 27.2 0 323 

Tall Bias b 9.8 26.4 0 323 

Tall SD 8.3 13.9 0 323 

a summary excludes two flights identified to be problematic  1125 
b mean of absolute bias values  1126 
c cumulative points used to assess accuracy over all assessed flights 1127 

 1128 

 1129 

 1130 
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Table 3: Summary of areas excluded due to erroneous points with respect to snow covered area at Alpine 1131 

site. 1132 

Flight a Snow covered area (%) Percentage of snow 
covered area excluded (%) 

5-19_N 45.9 0.0 
5-20_S 32.6 2.0 
5-22_N 39.8 0.0 
6-01_N 24.0 0.0 
6-08_N 12.5 3.2 
6-18_N 5.3 19.3 
6-24_N 3.1 21.9 
6-24_S 3.7 18.9 

amonth-day_portion of study area 1133 

 1134 

 1135 

 1136 

 1137 

 1138 

 1139 

 1140 

 1141 

 1142 

 1143 
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 1144 

Figure 1: Orthomosaics of a) the prairie site located near Rosthern, Saskatchewan and b) the alpine site at 1145 

Fortress Mountain Snow Laboratory, Kananaskis, Alberta . The prairie site image (March 19, 2015) has 1146 

polygons depicting areas used for peak snow depth estimation over short (yellow) and tall (green) stubble. 1147 

The alpine site image (May 22, 2015) was split into two separately processed subareas (red polygons). Red 1148 

points in a) and b) are locations of manual snow depth measurements while green points at the alpine site 1149 

b) were used to test the accuracy of the DSM over the bare surface. Ground control point (GCP) locations 1150 

are identified as blue points. Axes are UTM coordinates for the prairie site (UTM zone 13N) and alpine site 1151 

(UTM zone 11N). The defining feature of the prairie site was the c) wheat stubble (tall) exposed above the 1152 

snow surface and at the alpine site was the d) complex terrain as depicted by the generated point cloud 1153 

(view from NE to SW). 1154 

 1155 
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1156 

Figure 2: a) Sensefly Ebee RTK, b) a typical flight over the prairie site where red lines represent the flight 1157 

path of UAV and the white placemarks represent photo locations. 1158 

 1159 

1160 

Figure 3: Examples of ground control points that included a) tarps (2.2 m x 1.3 m) and b) identifiable rocks 1161 

at the same magnification as the tarp. 1162 
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 1163 

 Figure 4: Root mean square error (RMSE, top row), Bias (middle row) and standard deviation (SD) of DSMs 1164 

with respect to surface over alpine-bare, alpine-snow, and short and tall stubble at prairie site, 1165 

respectively. Blue bars highlight problematic flights and are excluded from summarization in Table 12. X-1166 

axis labels represent month-date-flight number of the day (to separate flights that occurred on the same 1167 

day). Alpine-bare accuracies are separated into north or south areas, reflected as _N or _S at the end. The 1168 

last number in the alpine-snow x-axis label is the number of observations used to assess accuracy as they 1169 

vary between 3 and 20.  1170 

 1171 
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1172 

Figure 5: Estimated UAV snow depth error with respect to observed snow depth for the alpine site and the 1173 

short and tall stubble treatments at prairie site. Blue bars highlight problematic flights and are excluded 1174 

from summarization in Table 13. X-axis labels represent month-date. The last value in prairie labels is the 1175 

flight of the day (to separate flights that occurred on the same day). Alpine labels separate the north or 1176 

south flight areas, reflected as _N or _S respectively, and the last value is the number of observations used 1177 

to assess accuracy as they vary between 3 and 19. Horizontal line in the SNR plots is the Rose criterion 1178 

(SNR=4) that is used to identify flights with a meaningful snow depth signal. 1179 

 1180 

 1181 

 1182 
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 1183 

Figure 6: Bias corrected distributed snow depth (meters) for a) short and b) tall stubble treatments at peak 1184 

snow depth (March 10, 2015) at the prairie site.  1185 

 1186 

Figure 7: Snow depth change per day (dHS d-1) between May 19 and June 1 in the northern portion of the 1187 

alpine site. 1188 

 1189 

Figure 8: Estimation of snow covered area requires an a) orthomosaic which is then b) classified into snow 1190 

and non-snow covered area. W This produces a c) snow cover depletion curve when a sequence of 1191 

orthomosaics are available. The short and tall stubble surface snow covered areas at the prairie site are 1192 

contrasted, with a snowfall event evident on March 23. 1193 
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 1194 

 1195 

Figure 9: a) An oblique photograph demonstrates the issue of tall stubble obscuring underlying snowcover 1196 

when considered in contrast to b) a UAV orthomosaic of the same area on the same date that clearly shows 1197 

widespread snowcover. 1198 


